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Postal Security
Protection against threats
concealed in postal items
and deliveries

www.mailroom-security.com

Your protection against postal threats
Your mailroom or reception area is a gateway to your organisation and the rise in parcel deliveries entering your premises
throughout the day from multiple courier companies means all organisations must be more vigilant and aware of postal
threats.
An X-Ray cabinet or conveyor scanner from Mailroom Security will protect your staff and premises by detecting:
Explosives (IEDs)
Chemical and biological threats
Weapons
Drugs
Harmful items (razor blades/needles)
· Malicious mail
In addition to supplying the equipment to detect these items, we also provide containment devices and our accredited
training will give your staff the knowledge and confidence to respond effectively to whatever they discover.
Using an X-Ray device within your organisation
With our support the ability to screen all deliveries, postal items and bags as they enter your premises is very effective,
affordable and easy to implement.

Our team is dedicated to offering expert advice. If you have any questions or would like more
information please contact us by phone, online, or email enquiries@mailroom-security.com.

To speak with a Mailroom Security Consultant
or for further information please call us on 01322 288890

Who needs postal security?
No organisation or business is immune from this type of threat. Individuals use devices,
powders and liquids to cause harm, disruption, create media attention and spread fear.
These individuals range from disgruntled ex-employees to terrorists and they can have
many different reasons for targeting you.
Our Mailroom Security X-Ray equipment is used in post rooms, offices and reception
areas in private companies, government buildings and public sector organisations.
Postal threats
The use of letter/parcel bombs have been a threat almost as long as the postal system
has existed. In the UK, the chances of you receiving a live explosive device in the post are
small but they only cost as much as a Stamp, are anonymous and can be created using
everyday household items.
A postal threat could be explosive and include a power source and a trigger, something
flammable, a powder or liquid, a harmful/sharp item, or it could be a hoax and designed
to appear harmful. Unfortunately, if any of these items are opened by a member of your
staff they can all have devastating consequences.
The effect of an explosive or flammable device is obvious but a powder threat can easily
be delivered as the material is light and is very often hard to detect. A hoax, if not
handled correctly will also disrupt the running of your business; through having to
evacuate your premises, causing negative publicity and spreading fear amongst staff.

About us
Mailroom Security is a My Mailing Room
company and we have been supplying post
rooms with mailing equipment since 1995.
Our friendly team is backed up by trained
engineers and security experts who specialise
in protecting businesses and their staff from
threats concealed in postal items, bags and
luggage.
We pride ourselves on having advanced
equipment, best support and our knowledge
and understanding ensures we can provide
our customers with the best service and
information when implementing a new X-Ray
scanner or replacing an old unit.
Due to the nature of this equipment we
cannot disclose who our customers are but
many of the UK's biggest organisations rely
on our security products. Our X-Ray cabinet
and conveyor scanners are already used by:
· Law firms
· Councils
· Police forces
· Embassies

· Ports
· Government departments
· Universities and schools

X-Ray Cabinet and Conveyor Scanners
Our equipment is designed and built in the
UK to the highest standards. Our X-Ray
equipment is fully complaint with latest
IRR17 regulations and HSE safety standards.
We are also licenced to remove,
decommission and dispose of existing X-Ray
equipment.

Path to getting a Mail Scanner
Getting any new piece of equipment and changing a process can seem complicated, but we have lots of
experience in implementing X-Ray Mail Scanners to single and multiple sites, and from larger
organisations to smaller businesses and give you full support throughout.
We do this in 5 steps...
Threat assessment

Threat assessment report is produced

Meeting to discuss report and recommendations for
equipment and training if required

Installation of equipment and operator training

Account Manager review of equipment and procedures

Do you need a postal threat assessment?
If you are not already using any X-Ray screening or security
equipment then our Postal Threat Assessment should be a
priority.
A threat assessment will show you:
· How exposed is your organisation to a threat concealed in
an item of post or in a bag?
· Who handles these items?
· And what impact would this have if a threat got through?
· Best practices for receiving goods and mail.
The Threat Assessment
We carry out this assessment at your premises (and will do
this for each of your sites if you have multiple offices) with
the assistance of your Postroom or Security Manager.
If you are already using equipment to screen your incoming
mail then our Threat Assessment will ensure that your
equipment, operators and processes are ready for any
threat that you may encounter.
This Assessment can take as little as 20 minutes to complete
but we offer you as much time as you need depending on
your questions and requirements.

Our Threat Assessment Report
After we have visited, we will provide you with a confidential
report detailing the areas where your organisation is
exposed; highlight the best practices to protect your
premises and staff, and how to handle situations involving
suspect items.
Our Threat Assessment Officers are fully trained and if
required will guide you through our range of equipment and
training options so you can make an informed choice based
on your requirements including volumes of post (as well as
parcels from couriers), where the equipment should be
located and who needs to use it.
Our Assessments are no obligation and the report is yours to
keep to use however you decide to proceed.

MR10 and MR15 Cabinet Mail Scanners
Product Specification
• Full colour monitor 22”
• Enhanced Powder Detection (EPD)
• High and medium Density Alert
• 3mm Steel penetration
• 36AWG Wire resolution
• Wi-Fi connectivity
• Touchscreen operation.
General dimensions MR10
Cabinet
Height
1020 mm
Width
430 mm
Depth
488 mm
Weight
75kg

MR15
1504 mm
455 mm
670 mm
160kg

Inspection chamber
Height
345 mm
Width
423 mm
Depth
410 mm

540 mm
448 mm
586 mm

Image area
Width
Depth

387 mm
272 mm

409 mm
547 mm

Door opening
Height
Width

340 mm
343 mm

535 mm
370 mm

Designed with a compact footprint for your
business when space is at a premium and for
smaller quantities of incoming mail, packages and
bags. The MR10 and MR15 are a cost effective way
to protect your staff, premises and ensure minimal
disruption to your business.
Due to their compact size cabinet scanners can be
used in all areas including mailrooms, reception
areas, goods in and contraband detection.
Although smaller, these cabinet X-Ray scanners
will still produce high resolution images letting you
see instantly on the screen what is in any item of
post you receive. The enhancement tools built
into our cabinet scanners allow you to capture an
image and then further investigate using negative
images and EPD.
MR10

MR15

EPD™ Enhanced Powder Detection
Heightened ability to identify threats conveyed via
powder based elements.
Simple touchscreen operation
Similar to a smart phone interface and designed to
be easy to use for all members of staff.
User metrics
Management of operators ensuring safe, correct
and effective processing along with training CD to
optimise scanner use and heighten threat
awareness.
Automatic Image archiving
Cross referencing and accelerated referral to
security personnel.
Print/Export images
A hard copy library can be created for reference or
to aid image share.
One Touch Email Function
Enables escalation process to be shared across
departments.
Negative Image Function
Identity of high density materials. E.g. metal, shown
up white against a black background.
"One Touch" to energise X-Ray generation
Simple 3 second quick operation maximises
through-put of mail.
www.mailroom-security.com/MR15

MR40 Cabinet Mail Scanner
Product Specification
• Full colour 22” touchscreen monitor
• Enhanced Powder Detection (EPD)
• 36AWG wire resolution
• 3mm Steel penetration
• High, medium and 3 point Density Alert
• Largest cabinet available.
General dimensions
Cabinet
Height
Width
Depth
Weight

MR40
1804 mm
576 mm
590 mm
220kg

Inspection chamber
Height
Width
Depth

632 mm
569 mm
509 mm

Image area
Width
Depth

480 mm
480 mm

Door opening
Height
Width

626 mm
487 mm

The MR40 provides one of the largest
scanning cabinets available but has a
footprint of just 0.3 square meters so it
will easily fit into a space too small for a
conveyor scanner. The user interface is
very easy to use and this combined with
our operator training when the
equipment is installed, will ensure that
you are alerted to any suspect items you
may encounter.
The built-in software and networking
allows you to quickly investigate possible
threats including Enhanced Powder
Detection and capture an image. This
image can be saved for use in future
training or emailed directly to another
member of your team as part of your
escalation process.

EPD™ Enhanced Powder Detection
Heightened ability to identify threats conveyed via powder based elements.
Simple touchscreen operation
Similar to a smart phone interface and designed to be easy to use for all
members of staff.
Print/Export images
A hard copy library can be created for reference or to aid image share.
One Touch Email Function
Enables escalation process to be shared across departments.
Negative Image Function
Identity of high density materials. E.g. metal, shown up white against a black
background.
Operator icon toolbar
Quick selection of tools to verify if an object is Safe or Suspect.
User admin log in
Record of scanner use ensures operation is undertaken only by designated
operators.
User metrics
Management of operators ensuring safe, correct
and effective processing along with training CD to
optimise scanner use and heighten threat
awareness.

www.mailroom-security.com/MR40

MR50 Conveyor Mail Scanner
Product Specification
• Full colour monitor 22”
• Zoom up to 96x
• Quick system startup
• 41AWG wire resolution
• 32mm Steel penetration
• Density Alarm
• Variable edge enhancement
• Dual energy.

General dimensions

MR50

Height
Width
Length
Weight

1333 mm
750 mm
1238 mm
365kg

Inspection tunnel
Height
Width
Max bag weight
Belt speed

320 mm
520 mm
165 kg
0.2 m/s

Noise level

<60dB(A)

The MR50 dual energy X-Ray Conveyor
Scanner offers you a smaller unit with no
compromise in detection capability. The
MR50 will allow for parcels and baggage up
to 50 cm x 32 cm.

Density alarm
When an item containing materials at the set density are scanned an alarm is
raised and the density is coloured accordingly.

The 22" monitor and multifunction
keyboard gives you the ability to zoom in
colour up to 96x, edge enhance, manage
images of previously scanned items and
also start and stop the conveyor.

Variable edge enhancement
This auto-focus enables the outline of items such as wires and components.

With 250GB of storage you can capture
and record scanning session information
by date and by user, so that you can recall
previously scanned images and then
forward TIF or JPEG via email or USB flash
drive.

Organic/inorganic material discrimination
Users can select to highlight the presence of material within a specific group,
such as Metallic.

Pseudo colour
This function assigns colour to different scales to increase contrast.
Continuous Zoom
Images can be rotated 360° to view suspected materials in another profile and
zoom into specific areas.

Enhanced detection management tools
such as energy stripping can be utilised to
screen for organic, inorganic and metallic
composition.

www.mailroom-security.com/MR50

MR70 High capacity Conveyor Mail Scanner
Product Specification
• 2 x full colour TFT monitor 22”
• Quick system startup
• 40AWG wire resolution
• 32mm Steel penetration
• Variable edge enhancement
• Density Alarm.

General dimensions

MR70

Height
Width
Length
Weight

1325 mm
840 mm
2115 mm
410kg

Inspection tunnel
Height
Width
Max bag weight
Belt speed

405 mm
610 mm
165 kg
0.2 m/s

Noise level

<60dB(A)

The MR70 is a high capacity X-Ray
Conveyor Scanner with a tunnel allowing
for parcels and bags up to 60 cm wide with
no limit in length of your item.
Made for high volumes of throughput,
equipped with 2 x 22" monitors and multifunction keyboard, you will find this
equipment extremely powerful yet easy to
use.

Density alarm
When an item containing materials at the set density are scanned an alarm is
raised and the density is coloured accordingly.
Organic/inorganic material discrimination
Users can select to highlight the presence of material within a specific group,
such as Metallic.
Variable edge enhancement
This auto-focus enables the outline of items such as wires and components.

Using the keyboards built-in joystick the
equipment operators can zoom in on an
item at up to 96x, rotate it 360°, then use
the variable edge enhancement to focus on
wires and other components.
As part of your own threat escalation
process you can email an image to another
colleague or alternatively compare this
image with a previously screened item that
has been archived and stored on the
MR70's hard drive.

Pseudo colour
This function assigns colour to different scales to increase contrast.
Continuous zoom
Images can be rotated 360° to view suspected materials in another profile
and zoom into specific areas.

www.mailroom-security.com/MR70

Advanced software
Enhance your threat detection capability using advanced algorithms
EPD (Enhanced Powder Detection)

ADS (Advanced Detection System)

TIP (Threat Image Projection)

EPD is an enhancement tool built into
the software that is exclusive to our
MR10, MR15 and MR40 Cabinet
Scanner models.

When added to your X-Ray scanning
unit, ADS software enhances your
threat detection capability. Advanced
algorithms highlight suspect items
using the density and atomic number
of explosives, drugs or cash and
highlight these on your monitor in
colour and creates an alert.

TIP software is a virtual image
management tool, and is the
preferred training method of
regulatory agencies worldwide. It
helps you to ensure that the
equipment operators are fully using
their training, enhancing their skills
and using the scanners' full potential.

ADS software is invaluable for busy
mailrooms and higher quantities of
mail as the equipment operators are
given a much higher and enhanced
detection system.

The software runs in the background
and creates a fictional threat,
projecting this image randomly into
everyday scanning for the operators
to discover and investigate. Hit and
miss reports can be run by a manager
remotely or when logging off the
system.

Our cabinet scanners use the latest
HD touchscreen technology to give
you advanced visibility of powder
threats (hoax or otherwise).
Powder Threats can cause huge
amounts of disruption and panic to
an organisation. The worst-case
scenario is that of a bioterrorism
attack such as Anthrax. The best-case
scenario is a hoax, but the emergency
services can’t tell which it is until they
have analysed the powder.

www.mailroom-security.com/advanced-software

Accredited training for postroom staff
The most effective way of securing your premises from postal threats is to ensure that any staff who use X-Ray
screening equipment are trained and that their training is up to date. The operators and security staff who attend
our courses will gain a clear understanding of how to determine if an item is "Safe or Suspect". They will know
what actions and protocols are needed so that the suspect item is dealt with effectively, with minimum impact
on your business.
Using TIP (Threat Image Projection) software you will also be able to monitor and review how your staff react to
a threat by projecting an image of a threat into an item that is being screened.

Maintenance
Using any X-Ray equipment within an organisation means compliance with the Ionising
Radiation Regulations 2017 (IRR17). Annual checks are a legal requirement but also ensure
the continued performance and running of your equipment. We offer mandatory cover that
provides planned service calls to carry out safety checks and provide the required
certification.
Our fully-comprehensive cover includes certification, safety checks and all parts, labour and
call-outs if you do experience a fault. This also includes a place on one of our Safe or Suspect
training courses and refresher training during planned service visits at no extra cost.

www.mailroom-security.com/maintenance-and-training

Mobile scanning
Portable scanner for screening items in public spaces
Our MR380 and MR760 mobile scanning units are lightweight, compact and ready and easy to use when
needed. These portable devices send a detailed image of what is hidden inside a bag, parcel or an item of
luggage within 5 seconds.
This equipment is designed to be used in public places. The units are easily set-up around a suspect item and
use software on a laptop or tablet to trigger a targeted X-Ray beam; the results are then sent back to the
operator ready for analysis. The image can then be saved, printed or emailed as part of your escalation process.

Features
· Extra-long life battery with fast charger
· Linear diode array sensor
· 40AWG wire resolution
· Up to 30mm steel penetration
· 5 second scanning time
· Pan, Zoom and measure distance

www.mailroom-security.com/mobile-scanning

General dimensions

MR380

MR760

Active area

307mm (W)
230mm (H)
383mm Diagonal

307mm (W)
230mm (H)
383mm Diagonal

Weight

3.5Kg

9.5Kg

Trace detection
Explosive vapour and trace detector
The MR Trace can detect and identify a wide variety of
explosives including: TNT, RDX, C4, Semtex, PETN,
ANFO, EGDN, NG (Nitro-glycerine) Dynamite, DNT,
Black Powder, Ammonia and Urea nitrates, HMTD and
Tetryl in pure forms or mixtures.
The easy to use functions and quick start up time
makes it ideal for the detection of explosive substances
inside or outside. Vapour mode is used to detect traces
inside bags or boxes while trace mode detects residue
on handles or packaging.

· Latest trace detection technology
· Trace (particle) and Vapour modes
· Easy to use - no special calibration required
· Fast warm up time - ready to use as needed
· Can be used inside or outdoors
· No radiation sources
· Lightweight design and clear 4.3in touchscreen display
· Detects a wide variety of explosives.
Specifications
Threshold sensitivity in vapour mode:
Threshold sensitivity in particle mode:
Radiation source
Calibration
Type of ionization
Alarm type
Warm up time
Analysis and results
Display
Dimensions
Weight

-14 (1ppt) g/cm3
Better than 10-14
100pg

Does not contain any radiation sources
Not required
Corona discharge
Audio, visual & substance identification
1 minute
2-8 seconds
4.3in colour TFT display (touchscreen)
400mm x 160mm x 110mm
3kg

www.mailroom-security.com/tr-trace

Containment
Designed to protect your staff and premises after the discovery of a threat
Hazmat Containment Box
Used in conjunction with an X-Ray scanner the Hazmat
(Hazardous Materials) Containment Box is used to isolate a
suspect item. White powder attacks have become more common
and although most of these incidents are discovered to be hoaxes
it causes panic, shutting off of air conditioning and evacuations.
The aim of people sending these items is purely to disrupt your
day-to-day business operation. To combat this the safe
containment of a threat is needed to reduce unnecessary worry
to staff and to allow business to continue as usual while the
incident is reported and dealt with.

Specifications
Easy seal lid
Steel plate
Tamper proof

Yes
2mm
Yes

Internal measurements
Height
Width
Depth

300 mm
300 mm
300 mm

Weight

6kg

www.mailroom-security.com/containment

Blast bins and blankets
The blast bins and blankets are to be used in conjunction with a
cabinet or conveyor scanner. These are designed to protect your
staff and premises from a blast if an IED is set off.
Designed and tested to withstand an explosive device found
within a suspect package; our mobile blast containers and
blankets are constructed from woven composite materials
designed to soften the damage caused by an IED.
The design of the blast bin means that should a device explode
whilst the item is in the bin the blast is directed upwards but the
sides contain or soften most of the blast fragmentation. Within
the blast bin, the removable inner bag is manufactured from a fire
retardant plastic to keep it in place should a device be activated
inside the container.
Specifications
Removable inner bag
Can be X-Rayed
Detachable base plate
Wall thickness

Yes
Yes
Yes
18mm

Measurements
Height
Outside diameter
Internal diameter

900 mm
535 mm
517 mm

Weight

47kg

Internal mail and parcel tracking
Software to record and track all incoming and outgoing parcels/letters throughout your organisation
Once parcels are received into your building and securely scanned, we also offer the ability to track these items using
barcodes. Our cloud-based software allows for sender/recipient information to be recorded and signatures to be
collected; creating a chain of custody as the item moves throughout your premises and between departments. This
information can be securely stored, is tamper-proof and live or historical information can be accessed by authorised
personnel for auditing or to create reports.
Used in conjunction with our X-Ray equipment, items can be marked as “screened” and this information is recorded
and is available to the recipient of the items offering additional peace of mind.

SCAN

RECORD

EMAIL

TRACK

DELIVERY

REPORTING

Our software saves time, improves security and helps to avoid disputes caused by lost, damaged or delayed items.
For more information about our Internal mail tracking software please visit our website, or contact our friendly team
on 01322 288890 for pricing, a demonstration or a free trial.
www.mailroom-security.com/internal-mail-tracking

Why choose Mailroom Security
Latest X-Ray technology
Advanced X-Ray security equipment designed and built in the UK so you get the best protection.
Detection of powders, liquids & explosives
Screen all deliveries, postal items and bags as they enter your premises.
Up to date training
Free but invaluable Safe or Suspect course places and user training with all our equipment.
Full Support and dedicated Account Manager
Phone and engineer support nationwide, Bi-annual visits and direct number to your Account Manager.
Free Threat Assessments
Ensuring your staff and premises are safe, and to help you choose suitable and relevant equipment with
full training for your organisation.

With our support the ability to screen all deliveries, postal items and bags as
they enter your premises is very effective, affordable and easy to implement.
For further information about about our products or services,
please call us on 01322 288890.
Mailroom Security - A My Mailing Room Company
3 North Star Boulevard
Tel: +44(0)1322 288890
Greenhithe
Email: enquiries@mailroom-security.com
Kent DA9 9UG
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